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FastFACTS
New creatures have been found in deepsea volcanoes.
Finding previously undiscovered organisms in
the depths of the ocean may sound like something
straight out of a sci-fi horror film, but a 2020 study of
a deep-sea volcano near New Zealand, published in
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the
United States of America, uncovered "over 90 putative
bacterial and archaeal genomic families and nearly
300 previously unknown genera." Some research has
linked hydrothermal vents, like deep-sea volcanoes, to
the "origin of life." So are we looking at the early signs of
future land-dwellers? We'll have to wait and see.

MASERU - Likuena head coach, Veselin Jelusic

has applauded a spirited performance by his charges
in last week Thursday night’s goalless draw against
star-studded Cote d’voire at the Dobsonville Stadium in
Gauteng, South Africa.
The West African country headed to the match
at the back of a 3-1 victory over Zambia in Abidjan
while Lesotho got off their 2023 Africa Cup of Nations
campaign on a bad note, losing 2-0 to Comoros in
Moroni.
The Serbia- born gaffer told a media briefing that
his team had to be well organised if it were to grind a
positive result against the Jean Louis Gasset-coached
side.
“In football terms, they are one of the best football
countries in Africa and are the host of the next Africa
Cup of Nations. They are of course preparing for this
tournament,” Jelusic told journalists.
“They are very ambitious and have a quality team.
We know how many professional players they have in
different European teams, in highly competitive leagues
and we will always respect them.
“But at the same time, we respect ourselves as well
and of course we respect each opponent. But we will
never give up and we will always fight to achieve better
results as much as possible.”
Lesotho are at the bottom of Group H with a point
while the three other teams have already registered
victories from the opening two matches.
Likuena will take on Zambia in back-to-back
matches in the next round of the qualifiers.
“We are realistic and, in future games against
strong African opponents, probably, we will maintain

On This Day in

History

1963
Likuena head coach, Veselin Jelusic
the same approach, but add something else in our
offensive play,” the Lesotho coach said.
He stated that it was ideal for Lesotho players to
get opportunities to play in bigger leagues as they
proved their quality against one the continent’s top
ranked side.
“Of course, one of our ideas is to see these players
getting chances to play in the premier league in South
Africa. It will help us when we play against strong
national teams and let’s hope these things will happen
in the future.
The article has been supplied by LeFA Information
Office

BORN ON THIS DAY Pitso Mosimane leaves Al Ahly

June 16

1964 - Canadian writer, Robin Sharma is best known for
his The Monk Who Sold His Ferrari book series. A qualified
lawyer, he is an alumnus of the Schulich School of Law at
Dalhousie University. He has published several books on
stress management and spirituality. He is the founder of the
training company Sharma Leadership International.
1967 - Jürgen Klopp, German football manager and former
player. He is the manager of the Liverpool FC and is
considered as one of the best managers in the world. He
has also been the manager of Borussia Dortmund. Liverpool
won their first FIFA Club World Cup and first Premier
League title under him.
1971 - Tupac Amaru Shakur, popularly known as 2Pac or
Makaveli, is considered as one of the greatest American
rappers of all time. Talent and trouble went hand in hand
in Shakur’s journey to fame; the higher Shakur rose in
his iconic status, the deeper he became entangled in gang
violence and an infamous rivalry, which sadly led to his
untimely demise.
1978 - Daniel Bruhl, Spanish-German actor, who began his
career with the soap Verbotene Liebe. Raised trilingual, he is
now fluent in six languages.

Egyptian giants, Al Ahly have announced the
departure of head coach Pitso Mosimane.
The club confirmed the news in a statement,
revealing that the coach asked to step down
despite the executive still wanting him to lead
the team.
A statement by the Red Devils reads:
“Al Alhy and Pitso Mosimane reached an
agreement to part ways.
“Ahmoud El Khatib, the club’s president,
held a meeting with Yasin Mansour, the
chairman of Al Ahly FC, Hossam Ghaly,
the club’s board member and the planning
committee members to discuss Mosimane’s
future with the club.
“During the meeting, they all decided that
he should continue his mission with Al Ahly
as a result of the achievement he managed to

accomplish during the previous period.
“However, during the meeting that was
previously held, Mosimane requested to leave
and that ‘he is satisfied with the achievements
he managed to accomplish with the club.
“Later on Mosimane’s decision was
discussed and it was decided to approve his
request to part with the club and to thank him
for the achievements that he accomplished with
the club.”
Meanwhile, reports have suggested that the
South African gaffer was forced to consider his
future after facing massive backlash from the
club’s fans and former players for missing the
CAF Champions League.
Al Ahly lost 2-0 to Wydad Casablanca in
the final that was played early in the month.
Soccer24

Quotes & Quips!
"We should consider importing crude oil from Russia at a low
price because it is not sanctioned. Of all the sanctions, there are no
sanctions against crude oil, so we can import crude oil from Russia
at a lower price,"
says South African Minister of Mineral Resources and
Energy, Gwede Mantashe, telling Parliament that the move
could help ease the country's fuel price woes

June 16
First woman in space
On June 16, 1963 - Soviet cosmonaut Valentina V.
Tereshkova, became the first woman to travel in space,
having been launched into orbit aboard the spacecraft
Vostok 6, which completed 48 orbits in 71 hours.
Tereshkova was launched on a solo mission and spent
more than 70 hours orbiting the Earth, two years after
Yuri Gagarin’s first human-crewed flight in space.
Tereshkova was born on March 1937 in the village of
Bolshoye Maslennikovo in central Russia. Her mother
was a textile worker, and her father was a tractor driver
who was later recognised as a war hero during World
War Two. At the time of his death on the Finnish front,
Tereshkova was only two years old.
After leaving school, Tereshkova followed her mother
into work at the textile factory. Her first appreciation of
flying was going down rather than up when she joined a
local skydiving and parachutist club. It was her hobby of
jumping out of planes that appealed to the Soviets' space
programme committee. On applying to the cosmonaut
corps, Tereshkova was eventually chosen from more than
400 other candidates.

ALL JOKES
ASIDE
There is an overweight guy who is watching TV. A
commercial comes on for a guaranteed weight loss of 10
pounds in a week. So the guy, thinking what the hell, signs
up for it. Next morning an incredibly beautiful woman
is standing at his door in nothing but a pair of running
shoes and a sign about her neck that reads, "If you can
catch me, you can have me." As soon as he sees her, she
takes off running. He tries to catch her, but is unable. This
continues for a week, at the end of which, the man has
lost 10 pounds. After this he tries the next weight loss
plan, 15 pounds in a week. The next morning an even
more beautiful woman is standing at the door, in similar
conditions. The same happens with her as the first
woman, except he almost catches her.
This continues for a week, at the end of which he,
as suspected, weighs 15 pounds less. Excited about this
success, he decides to do the master program. Before he
signs up, he is required to sign a waiver and is warned
about the intensity of this plan. Still he signs up. The next
morning, waiting at the door, is a hulking 300 pound
muscle man with nothing but a pair of running shoes, a
raging erection, and a sign around his neck that says, "If
I catch you, you're mine!" The man was supposed to lose
25 pounds in the week; he lost 34.

If it matters to you, it matters to us.

Send an email with your contact details
and phone number to:
editor@maserumetro.com or
WhatsApp on 266 62 005494.
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CURRENCIES

(How Lesotho’s Loti fared against
world major currencies this week)
Loti/SDR

Special Drawing Right (SDR)

20.66

Loti/Dollar

United States (US$)

15.29

Loti/Rands

South African (ZAR)

1.00

Loti/Euro

European Union (€)

Loti/Yuan

Chinese (¥)

2.29

Loti/Yen

Japanese (¥)

0.11

Loti/Pound Sterling

British (£)

16.22

19.18

COMMODITIES
STOCKS
S&P500

3,735.48

NASDAQ100

11,311.69

Nikkei225

26,326.16

Dow Jones30

30,364.83

FTSE 100

7,279.11

JSE

66,215.00

Hang Seng

21,308.21

PRECIOUS METALS

(Rates in US Dollars)

Gold p/ounce

1,826.78
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BUSINESS
AGRICULTURE

ENERGY (Rates in Maloti/Rands)

(Rates in Maloti/Rands)

Platinum p/ounce

954.75

Silver p/ounce

21.53

Maize Meal p/kg

M7.00

Eggs p/tray

M45.00

4.14

Wheat Meal p/kg

M10.00

Milk (fresh) p/litre

M16.00

Cabbage p/kg

M14.00

Milk (sour) p/litre

M20.00

Potatoes p/kg

M10.50

Rice p/kg

M30.00

Brown Bread p/loaf

M10.00

White Sugar p/kg

M22.00

Copper p/ounce
Brent Oil p/barrel

119.82

EQUITIES

White Bread p/loaf

M11.00

Brown Sugar p/kg

M25.00

Bonds

18.44

Soghum Meal p/kg

M25.00

Beef p/kg

M85.00

Treasury Bills

3.67

Brown Beans p/kg

M30.00

Mutton p/kg

M90.00

Interest Rates

91

Tomato p/kg

M15.00

NEO SENOKO

business@maserumetro.com
MASERU - Government

has set aside M30 million
a month for the next six
months to subsidise the ever
skyrocketing fuel prices, a
move that will see the pump
price fixed effective from July
until December.
The Minister of Energy,
Mohapi Mohapinyana said
in a statement that the
decision was made with the
Ministry of Finance “to meet
consumers halfway during
these trying times” when
prices keep increasing due to
the war between Russia and
Ukraine.
Mr Mohapinyana said
a monitoring committee
comprising ministries
of finance and energy,
Petroleum Fund and the
Auditor General had since
been established to monitor
and ensure things went as
planned.
As a result, prices of
petrol 93 will remain fixed at
M22.20 per litre while petrol
95 will remain at M22.65 per
litre. Diesel prices will stay
at M23.05 a litre and paraffin
will maintain a fixed price of
M17.80 a litre.
“Should there be any form

Newspapers
Pamphlets
Directories
Newsletters

Petrol Unleaded 93 p/litre
Unleaded 95 p/litre

M16.35
M16.55

Diesel 50PPm p/litre

M16.65

Paraffin p/litre

M12.00

Water (Domestic) p/litre
Water (Industrial) p/litre
Electricity (Domestic) p/unit
Electricity (Industrial) p/unit
Gas p/kg

M5.53
M15.03
M1.38
M0.26
M20.00

M180 million windfall
to subsidise fuel
…as pump prices soar

Minister of Energy Mohapi Mohapinyane

of changes needed, proper
procedures shall be followed”,
said Mohapinyana. “I therefore
urge the business community
to operate in line with the prices
that will be released to the
public”.
The surge in prices, which
continues to be influenced
by the Russia and Ukraine
conflict, has seen supply chain
bottlenecks and a tightening of
global monetary policy.
Unfavorable changes in the
exchange rate and global oil
prices have not only let to even
larger increases in fuel prices,
but to prices of food and other
commodities.
Meanwhile South Africa,
which introduced the fuel
subsidy earlier, has also
extended such a windfall
by another two months to
help cushion consumers and
business against the impact of
rising crude prices stemming
from the Russia/Ukraine
conflict.
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Six large high-value Type IIa diamonds recovered from the Letšeng Mine

Letšeng recovers 245 carat diamond
…a third diamond over 100 carats in three weeks
KABELO MASOABI
LERIBE - Gem Diamonds Limited has
announced the recovery of an exceptional
quality 245 carat white Type II diamond from
its Mokhotlong Letšeng Diamond Mine on June
11. The 245 carat diamond represents the third
diamond of over 100 carats recovered from the
Letšeng mine within the past three weeks.
A 129 carat diamond was discovered on May
23 and yet another 125 carat diamond on May
31.
Gem Diamonds is a leading global diamond
producer of high value diamonds. The company
owns 70 percent of the Letšeng Mine. The
mine is famous for the production of large, top
colour, exceptional white diamonds, making it
the highest dollar per carat kimberlite diamond
mine in the world.
The group also owns the Ghaghoo mine
in Botswana, with head offices in the United
Kingdom and sales and marketing capabilities
in Belgium and Innovation Solutions in Cyprus.
On June 6, Gem Diamonds also announced
its winning of the Investing in African Mining
Indaba Junior ESG Awards 2022, in three
categories namely; protection of biodiversity,
responsible water and health and safety.
ESG stands for Environmental, Social,
and Governance and adds that investors are
increasingly applying these non-financial
factors as part of their analysis process
to identify material risks and growth
opportunities.
The brand-new Mining Indaba inaugural
awards highlighted junior mining companies
that excel in making a significant positive ESG
impact.
Gem Diamonds said the awards were an
opportunity to put a company in the spotlight
and rewarded them for excelling in energy
efficiency, responsible water, protection of
biodiversity, technological modernisation,
community support, enhanced labour
standards, health and safety, and equality and
diversity.

Applicants were assessed by a panel
of independent judges comprising of ESG
advisors, managers, and analysts.
The Protection of Biodiversity Award
is described as recognising a company that
has implemented pioneering and effective
strategies to protect and preserve ecosystems
and species potentially affected by their
projects and operations.
Gem Diamonds said Letšeng mitigated
the impact mining activities had on
the environment through responsible
environmental management that included
biodiversity preservation and rehabilitation of
disturbed land.
It said sustainable water management
was a key priority for Letšeng, adding that the
operation had implemented a comprehensive
water management strategy that included
quality preservation and usage reduction
measures.
On the other hand, the Responsible Water
Award recognises a company that either
improves access to clean water for local
communities and/or manages water usage
responsibly and sustainability in development
of their projects and/or operations of assets.

Notice

Mohalalitoe Pty Ltd,
Company e etsang
sesepa se hlapang, e
tsebisa sechaba hore
etlo qala ho rekisa li
share ho sechaba ka
kakaretso, share e le
ngoe e tla ba M800.
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E-tariff platform
to improve cross
border trade

Liqhobong Mine resumes operations

BUTHA-BUTHE – The
reopening of the Liqhobong
Diamond Mine will add value
to the economy of Lesotho as
the government is in fear of the
shrinking revenue pool due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, Deputy Prime
Minister Mathibeli Mokhothu
says. He made the comments
on Thursday during the official
reopening of the Liqhobong Mining
Development Company in Butha
Buthe. This, after the diamond mine
was shut down two years ago due
to the COVID-19 pandemic that
affected the company’s operations.
Mr Mokhothu said by
December, the mine will be in full
operation with plans to engage
almost 300 workers apart from
those employed on a contractual
basis.
delivery,” Mr ’Nete said on Friday last
He lauded the mine on the
week.
good relationship it has with the
“The e-tariff is one of the many
Liqhobong community, saying the
building blocks towards realising
affiliation is a pillar on which the
this ideal. It is also an indication of
mine will stand.
the usual saying that to every cloud,
“It is crucial for the mine to
there is a silver lining.”
maintain a healthy relationship
Trade and customs play an
with the community around it,” he
interlinked
and critical role in
Acting Commissioner General Obed ’Nete
REOPENED: The Liqhobong Diamond Mine in Butha-Buthe
added. Commenting on the issue
creating conditions for economic
of social corporate responsibility,
reduce cross border trade delays and
NEO SENOKO
development across frontiers.
He said the mine should develop
Speaking at the same occasion,
the DPM said it is essential, adding
improve effectiveness of progress.
business@maserumetro.com
Both the Ministry of Finance
the Minister of Mining, Serialong Qoo
that if it is not explained thoroughly a Mining Development Fund which
He said it would further improve
through the LRA and the Ministry
will entail awarding scholarships
said as the mine resumes duties, it
there will be misunderstandings.
Lesotho’s ranking in doing business
of Trade
and Industry
have
a huge
MASERU
TheMinistry
recent launch
of the
to at least five students every year
will
pay royalty
points and
ground
He urged- the
of Mining
due to the broad information
responsibility
to
facilitate
trade
to
Lesotho
Revenue
Authority
(LRA)’s
from communities around the mine,
rent to mention a few while it looks
to work with the mine on the
technology facilitation and
make
a real its
diffdebts
erence
in people’s
e-tariff
platformpolicy,
is expected
into
settling
first.
employment
sayingtothe first who will study in fields such as
compliance improvement benefits of
lives
helping
to deliver
jobs,
enhance
cross border
trade
ciency engineering,
water related courses
Heby
said
the investors
will
ensure
100 employees
should
be effi
drawn
the project, attracting the requisite
growth
and
development
that
andfrom
quality
of
services
as
part
of
its
and wool and mohair to mention a few. that the operations are running trade
communities around the mine
Foreign Direct Investment for the
supports.first before they start
customs
modernisation
programme.
“Those children will come back
smoothly
with the
rest from other
parts of
country.
Deputy
Secretary
Acting
LRA
Commissioner
to develop the community after they
investing.
MrPrincipal
Qoo promised
that by
Butha Buthe and the rest of the
“It is at such times that we need
(PS)
in
the
Ministry
of
Trade
General,
Obed
’Nete
said
the
e-tariff
complete their studies,” he said.
December, two more mines
will be
country.
to harness digital technology and
Tšireletso Mojela said reducing
platform would not only improve
adopt rigorous approaches to service
red tape at the borders could have
compliance of trade, but it would also

…as it will also attract investment
a significant benefit in terms of
added export potential, increased
foreign investment and greater
access to a wider variety of goods for
consumers.
“The e-tariff platform we are
launching today translates to less
human intervention at the border
and therefore ease of trading across
the border for the exporters and
importers,” she said.
opened in the country.
Ms Mojela pledged that the trade
Echoing similar sentiments,
ministry would continue to work
Member of Parliament for Motete
with nationalTumahole
bodies such
as the
constituency,
Lerafa
said
Lesotho
Coordination
Committee
the reopening of the mine is a majoron
Trade (LCCT)
and the adding
National
Trade
economic
development,
that
Facilitation
Committee
(NTCFC)
its closure had caused a huge knockand
other
key sstakeholders
on
Lesotho’
economy. to support
initiatives
such
as the
e-tariff that
“They are
going
to complete
was launched
last week.
whatever
they were
engaged in,
LRA is the
upbeat
thatfor
the
link
such The
as finishing
homes
local
between trade and customs is key
to creating a favourable and positive

environment for the implementation
of the Trade Facilitation Agreement
(TFA).
Government undertook accession
to the (TFA) in 2016 and the LRA
remains an integral part towards the
implementation of the agreement.
The LRA said it was no longer an
option but an imperative for all to
coordinate and align implementation
of initiatives in line with the
communities,” he said.”
agreement.
For his part, the Chief Executive
The E- Customs Tariff is
Officer of Liqhobong Mining
spearheaded
under thePaul
European
Development Company,
Bosman
Union-World
Customs
Organisation
said most of the employees are back at
(EU-WCO)
Programme
for to start
their
work stations
and ready
Harmonised
system
in
Africa.
work.
said it appreciated
HeThe
saidLRA
the workers
have already
the efforts
its partners
as the
received
theirofCOVID-19
jabs,
hopeful
revenue
administrations
globally
that
will help
keep the disease
away
were
challenged
from
the
mine. LeNA by the times and
the operating environment that
continued to evolve rapidly.
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They are children, not labourers
The Editor,

Children may be driven into work for various reasons.
Most often, child labour occurs when families face
financial challenges or uncertainty – whether due to
poverty, sudden illness of a caregiver, or job loss of a
primary wage earner.
The consequences are staggering. Child labour can
result in extreme bodily and mental harm, and even
death. It can lead to slavery and sexual or economic
exploitation. And in nearly every case, it cuts children
off from schooling and health care, restricting their
fundamental rights and threatening their futures.
Migrant and refugee children – many of whom
have been uprooted by conflict, disaster or poverty –
also risk being forced into work and even trafficked,
especially if they are migrating alone or taking
irregular routes with their families.
Trafficked children are often subjected to violence,
abuse and other human rights violations. And some

may be forced to break the law. For girls, the threat
of sexual exploitation looms large, while boys may
be exploited by armed forces or groups.
Whatever the cause, child labour compounds social
inequality and discrimination, and robs girls and boys
of their childhood.
Unlike activities that help children develop, such
as contributing to light housework or taking on a job
during school holidays, child labour limits access to
education and harms a child’s physical, mental and
social growth.
Especially for girls, the “triple burden” of school,
work and household chores heightens their risk of
falling behind, making them even more vulnerable to
poverty and exclusion.

Mpho Molise
Ha Moholisa Leribe

Thursday, June 16, 2022

We demand better ambulance
services in our community
The primary role of all ambulance services is emergency
pre-hospital medical care, although they generally provide
both emergency response and patient transfer on behalf of
the health sector. There have been incidents where people
have died while waiting for ambulances to arrive.
Emergency Medical Services are not provided in
our community. As black people, we are left to die. We
are writing to authorities one more time before we ban
ambulances in our area.
Why must we allow these ambulances in our
townships when they fail to perform their duty? As
the forum and the community, we have decided to ban
them from our roads if they continue failing us.
Our Hospital has no ambulance.
Some ambulances were temporarily not working due to
the state of the roads. It has been long now, we are afraid,
they are gone for good.

Liteboho Motsumi
Matsoku, Leribe

Speak OUT! Your opinions matter. This page is dedicated to those who wish to express their views.
EDITOR'S NOTE
Fuel subsidy: who benefits?
The distribution of the fuel subsidy by government worth M180
million over six months begs the question: who benefits?
We should note that social spending like subsidisation is prone
to inefficiencies and errors as it is not easy to analyse or quantify.
You might argue that social spending like healthcare, roads, water
and education are priorities but how do you justify who the real
beneficiaries of fuel subsidies are, except motorists?
Ideally, if the full benefit of the fuel subsidy should pass on
to consumers, it would lower the prices charged and increase the
quantity demanded. But will this be the case? At the given pump
prices, whether they are fixed or not, government’s subsidy is
difficult to analyse since the production costs are obviously not
constant. Yet, we are not sure how the M30 million a month is going
to be transacted apart from the fact that government is only going
to sacrifice some of the levies indirectly taxed on the motorists.
It simply means that no amount of money is going to go out of
government’s coffers, instead the Petroleum Fund is going to forgo
some of the levies that should add up to M180 million at the end of
December.
It could also be argued that government decided to subsidise fuel
because it was an easy picking or just that our leaders have a herding
behavior following everything that Pretoria or Cape Town does. Why
didn’t they subsidise maize meal, a staple food for many households
including the most vulnerable? Why didn’t they give cash directly to
the poorest people, the handicapped and the elderly as they did in the
past?
Certainly subsidies interfere with consumer choices.
If it is the car owners who are going to benefit, what about
those that do not own vehicles? Or what if commuters oppose
imminent taxi fare increases since taxi operators are some of the
direct beneficiaries of the fuel subsidy? It seems the fuel subsidy is
discriminatory and only cash could be given to the poor commuter
who travels to the textiles factories each day. Alternatively, income
transfers could be made directly to taxi operators on condition that
they do not increase taxi fares in the next six months.
If government’s intention is to really distribute resources under
the circumstances, fuel subsidy is not a priority for many families.
This has been a bad choice for the state as there are bread and
butter issues where social spending could be channeled to. For a
poor country, many families still attach value to nutrition and food
consumption. Assuming associated positive externalities, the private
benefit of fuel consumption to a poor Mosotho is thus lower than the
consumption of the fuel levy to a sports car owner, all things being
equal. It is an indictment on the government to justify whether
the positive externalities of the fuel levy will be of social benefit to
thousands of poor Lesotho households. Could a cash transfer have
been a better option? Or better still where would the money come
from?

GIVE US NEWS
If you have any News Tip you would liketo share with us, send an
email with your contact details and phone number to:
editor@maserumetro.com.
Florida Industrial Park, 5 minutes drive from Maseru
border.
Ha Hoohlo, P.O. Box 14129, Maseru 100
Tel: 266 22 325494
E-mail: circulation@maserumetro.com
SUBSCRIBE TODAY
Website:
www. maserumetro.com
ADVERTISING SALES
E-mail: sales@maserumetro.com

Understanding Fear; …How it can be

build, and some of its real life examples 3
The story I narrated in the last week’s article is unfolding quicker
weakness and vulnerability, maybe even to see it and to respond
than I could have imagined. Like I indicated last week, I submitted
to it, or them, as subhuman. We have (only) been taught to debate
my improved book chapter on June 6, 2022. We were to get final
and argue instead of to dialogue. The dialogue that our founder and
notification of acceptance by June 21and submit our final chapters
his compatriots got renowned for. Even as we debate and argue, and
by July 5. I got the most pleasant
not dialogue, we have been
surprise on June 10 with an email
taught to seek consensus as
titled “Chapter Approved”. Now, I
the outcome, and not metaonly have to meet the publisher’s
consensus – synergistic and
conditions after I almost gave
higher win/win solutions.
up because of fear, which denies
We have (only) been
the larger proportion of society
taught conflict resolution
worlds of possibilities.
and management instead
As we indicated in earlier
of relationship-building
BY MAFOLE SEMATLANE
articles, a lot of our fear is
and building value-adding
primarily a legacy of our past
collaboration, and to glorify
histories of Lifaqane, colonialism,
the former even in the face of
apartheid, abuse, and all sorts of repression. Collaborating as
recurring conflicts. We have (only) been taught to compete against
Beyond Conflict, in the “Neuroscience of Peacebuilding”, experts
others and not compete with ourselves, nor to strive for excellence.
describe lack of agency as (relating to) a sense of victimhood that
When I was much younger we used to buy and chew chappies
may develop when a society is subject to long-term repression,
(chewing gum). Now, some people chewed them without any grace.
reinforcing a sense of apathy that individuals cannot influence their
So, as we grew older, we attached some uncouthness to chewing
surroundings, and their lives. So, for a while, I suffered this lack of
gum. We developed some disliking for chewing gum.
agency – a sense that I could not deal with my challenge to improve
Of course, gum also stuck to things and to your hair if you went
my proposed book chapter. However, because I have been subject to
to bed with it. So, gum became bad stuff, despite all the benefits to
the type of healing, training, and coaching that Lepoqo was subject
jaw-muscles, dental-muscles, breath, and increasing saliva to the
to at the feet of Morena Mohlomi, I was able to activate a constructive
stomach. I imagine chewing gum could also be used for meditating.
response to the challenge, meet the deadline, and win myself more
But, chappies was also used for “training” minds: Inside the
time for final submission. The healing, training, and coaching that
cover there were puzzles titled “Find the Mistake”. We were always
I went through have given me even the courage and humility to
fascinated with finding the mistake. The fascination tingled our
unlearn old untenable things (including behaviours) and to learn
young brains and ticked and thrilled our young minds. Very sadly, it
and relearn new things and gain new competences in new areas – to
seems to have stuck mindlessly like an unfortunate legacy to many
realize and accept that there are many more things that I do not know
like chappies mindlessly chewed even in bed.
in life – accept my vast ignorance and vulnerability, and be willing
We may all realize how, in many instances, many people of
to unlearn old things that “may have worked” for me before but no
many walks and “standings” are often engrossed and content with
more work, or do not work, and relearn the new things that work.
finding the mistake than finding solutions to the big mistakes
Fear, traumatic stress, and chronic stress restrain blood and
(problems) that affect us as society. It is very easy, and attractive,
energy away from our higher thinking brains and our immune
to do so – find mistakes and apportion blame. However, it is not
systems towards our primitive brains and towards our muscles.
so helpful because those we blame then just easily find counterThey make it much easier, and attractive, for us to fight, flee, or
arguments and we engage in unending tit for tat games and
freeze. Fear can be expressed as anger, hatred, disgust, anxiety,
deteriorating situations. The Arbinger Institute, in “Leadership
or panic. They also play themselves out in ignorance, laziness,
and Self-Deception”, calls this collusion; and define self-deception
narcissism, or greed and insatiable instant gratification.
as the problem of not knowing that one has a problem. Imagine
There are many things that each one of us does not know, are
where I would be with my dream of becoming part of the academic
ignorant about, have weaknesses in, and are vulnerable in. Yet, we
publication if instead of improving the chapter, I had decided to find
have been trained never to show weakness nor admit to it, instead
mistakes with the reviewer who ranked my proposed book chapter
to glorify and masquerade macho. We have been taught to disdain
low.
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You need
to protect
your ability
to earn an
income
This week we are going to talk about the need to protect
your ability to earn an income. Life is a risk and you never
know when you might get injured to the degree that you
will not be able to work. So, insurance companies can sell
you disability cover as a standalone policy or you can add
it to your life policy. In the event that you become disabled,
disability cover can pay you either a lump sum or a regular
income.
Otherwise, the definition of disability varies and the
details of the specific policy contract are between you and
the insurance company. Types of disability may include:
occupational disability, which relates to your ability to
perform the functions of your own occupation, a similar
occupation or any occupation; functional impairment relates
to the daily tasks or activities an average person should be
able to perform in order to work; and physical impairment
relates to your loss of use of a bodily part or function.
Disability could be permanent or temporary and there is
usually a waiting period imposed before the claim will be
paid out.
Your financial advisor or broker should be conversant
with the underwriting of disability benefits and it
is important that they are properly trained in the
appropriateness of the various disability benefits for
particular circumstances. A careful financial advisor or
broker will perform a full needs analysis to ensure that
appropriate advice is given and that disability is not just
added to your policy as an afterthought.

Personal
Finance
By Mr Lekhetho Ntsau
In fact, this is good business practice and it ensures
that all your current cover is taken into consideration and
a genuine need for further cover is established, preventing
over-insurance. Your financial advisor or broker must
ensure that you fully understand the scope and limitations
of the insurance being sold. Furthermore, certain policies
need that you make adjustments to your lifestyle.
You can purchase this type of policy, which pays out a
lump sum on the diagnoses of a specified illness as defined
in the policy contract. Illnesses that are commonly covered
include heart attack, stroke and cancer. Many other policies
are covered under this policy. The lump sum payment
received under this policy can be used to make any lifestyle
adjustments required as a result of surviving the specified
illness.
You may need to save money for a specific goal or
purpose in the future. It may include saving money
for your children’s education, improvements on your
house or saving money for old age. You could take out an
endowment or sinking fund policy to be able to save money
for these projects. All the money or premiums received
on these policies are pooled together and are invested in
various asset classes (equities, property, cash, bonds and
commodities) on the stock exchange.
Various types of savings vehicles are available to meet
these needs for growth provision. Next week, we shall look
at the products available for providing for growth provision
needs.
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Blood donation an
act of solidarity
WHO boss Dr Tedros Adhanom
Ghebreyesus

…as countries need
unpaid donors
LINEO MABEKEBEKE
health@maserumetro.com

MASERU - All countries need voluntary,
unpaid blood donors who give regularly, to
ensure that everyone who needs transfusion
has access to safe blood, says the World Health
Organisation (WHO).
During the World Blood Donation Day
celebrated on June 14, the Director General of
WHO, Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus said in
a statement that an effective blood programme,
characterised by wide and active participation
of the population, was crucial in meeting the
need of blood transfusion during peace time as
well as during emergencies and disasters, when
there is a surge in demand for blood or when
the normal operation of blood services were
affected.
He said blood and blood products were
essential resources for effective management
of women suffering from bleeding associated
with pregnancy and childbirth; children
suffering from severe anemia due to malaria
and malnutrition, patients with blood and
bone marrow disorders, inherited disorders of
hemoglobin and immune deficiency conditions,
victims of trauma, emergencies, disasters
and accidents, as well as patients undergoing
advanced medical and surgical procedures.
“The need for blood is universal, but access
to blood for all those who need it is not,” said the
WHO boss. “Blood shortages are particularly
acute in low-and middle-income countries.”
While an enabling social and cultural
atmosphere with strong solidarity facilitates
development of an effective blood donor
programme, Dr Ghebreyesus said it was also
widely acknowledged that the act of blood
donation contributed to generating social ties
and building a united community.
The WHO leader said other activities
that would help promote this year’s theme
might include campaigns and events to thank
blood donors and celebrate solidarity. The
World Blood Donor Day was created to raise
awareness of the need or safe blood and blood
products for transfusion and to support national
blood transfusion services, blood donor
organisations and other non-governmental
organisations in strengthening and expanding
their voluntary blood donor programmes by
reinforcing national and local campaigns. The
day also provides an opportunity to call to action
governments and national health authorities to
provide adequate resources in order to increase
the collection of blood from voluntary, unpaid
donors and manage access to blood and the
transfusion of those who require it.
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DECODING MEDICAL TERMS

Business
Pop a Probiotic

Early Bone Fracture Recovery

To keep yeast infections at bay, head for the vitamin
aisle. Supplementing with "good" bacteria (for example,
Lactobacillus or Bifidobacterium) may help restore the
balance the of bacteria living in the female genital tract
and inhibit the growth of yeast in women with recurrent
infections. Foods such as naturally fermented sauerkraut,
kimchi, and kefir, as well as yogurt with active cultures,
also contain these bacteria.

It can take from several
weeks to a few months
to recover from a bone
break. Factors like your age,
overall health, and the type
of break you suﬀered all
have an eﬀect on recovery
time. It is especially

important to follow your
doctor's instructions after
you suﬀer a fracture for
the ﬁrst 1 to 2 weeks. Do
not push yourself. Rest as
directed and do not use the
aﬀected part of your body.
Practice good self-care. Do

Harmful sunrays
risk skin cancer
…as people living with albinism lack sunscreen products

Thursday, June 16, 2022

not smoke. If your doctor
prescribes physical therapy
for you, do the exercises
as directed. Eat a healthy
diet and make sure you are
getting enough calcium and
vitamin D to rebuild healthy
bone.

LINEO MABEKEBEKE
health@maserumetro.com

MASERU - Lack of sunscreen
products puts people with albinism
at risk as they could develop cancer
owing to harmful sun rays, says
an advocate of people living with
albinism, ’Malekhotla Mimiteddy
Mahooe.
Albinism is a rare genetic health
condition that results in the scarcity of
sufficient melanin or pigmentation in
the skin, hair or eyes.
During Albinism International
Awareness Day celebrated on Monday
this week, Ms Mahooe said people
with albinism had skin that was very
sensitive to light and sun exposure,
where sunburn was one of the most
serious complications associated with
albinism because it could increase the
risk of developing skin cancer and sun
damage-related thickening of the skin.
“Those who cannot afford to buy
sunscreen cannot have it, and it puts
them at greater risk,” she said. “Even
those who cannot afford sunglasses
or spectacles, it means they are going
to get blind because of the direct
sunlight.”
Research shows that people with
albinism can enjoy the outdoors by
limiting their exposure to sunlight,
wearing appropriate hat and clothing,
and using sunscreens diligently.
However, the task of preventing
damage to the skin over a lifetime is a
difficult one. Research further shows
that preventing sunburn is important,
but not sufficient to prevent sundamaged skin. But in terms of social
issues, these people often experience
a substantial degree of social
discrimination linked to their physical
condition.
According to the World Health
Organisation (WHO), the majority of
persons with albinism die from skin
cancer between the ages of 30 and 40.
Skin cancer is highly preventable
when persons with albinism enjoy
their right to health. This includes
access to regular health checks,
sunscreen, sunglasses and sunprotective clothing.
“This lifesaving means are
unavailable or inaccessible to most of
them,” said Ms Mahooe.
While persons with albinism
globally face discrimination and
stigma, they also face more severe
forms of discrimination and violence,
where the majority of the general
population is relatively dark-skinned.
So far, the United Nations Human
Rights Council has undertaken the
initiative to prevent the attacks and
discrimination against people with
albinism, and for this purpose, the
council has decided to observe the
awareness day internationally each
year. WHO says the challenge with
health education is to empower those
with albinism with the knowledge to
manage their condition effectively,
to have access to appropriate
monitoring and treatment facilities
and an adequate supply of sunscreen
preparation.
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New financing deal to
boost South Africa Covid
vaccination programme

Marie Françoise Marie Nelly, World Bank Country Director for South Africa

WASHINGTON —The World Bank
Group Board of Executive Directors on
Monday approved a 454.4 million euro
(ZAR 7.6 billion or $480 million) loan
for South Africa’s COVID-19 Emergency
Response Project.
The loan comes following a request by
the Government of South Africa (GoSA)
for assistance in financing vaccine
procurement contracts. Specifically, this
project will retroactively finance the
procurement of 47 million COVID-19
vaccine doses by the GoSA. South Africa
is the epicenter of the COVID-19 pandemic
in Africa, with the highest cumulative
numbers of infections and deaths.
By supporting the country’s COVID-19
vaccination program, the project will
help the government better cope with the
pandemic, as the country experiences its
fifth wave, and support the GoSA to create
the fiscal space needed to strengthen its
health system and ensure financial and
institutional sustainability.
South Africa has embarked on a
robust vaccination program: As of June
13, 2022, over 36.4 million doses have
been administered, with about 50.3%
of adults and 29.9% of 12 to 17-year-old
adolescents vaccinated. However, more
can be done to increase vaccine coverage,
curb the spread of the virus, and boost the
country’s economic recovery.
Along with the Genomic Surveillance
Project, which seeks to improve the
capacity to identify variants of SARSCoV-2 in South Africa and the Africa
region, and the South Africa COVID-19
Response Development Policy Operation,
which aims to protect the poor and
vulnerable from the adverse socioeconomic impacts of the COVID-19
pandemic, the COVID-19 Emergency
Response Project forms part of World
Bank’s expanded support for South
Africa’s response to the pandemic
“South Africa welcomes this EUR

454.4 million World Bank loan to support
COVID-19 vaccination as the spread of
the virus continues to pose a threat to
South Africa’s citizens, health system, and
economic recovery. The loan forms part of
government efforts to reduce debt service
costs by making use of cheaper sources of
funding through multilateral development
banks, whilst supporting the health
system to respond to COVID-19 through
the roll-out of vaccines, critical research,
and treatment measures," says Ismail
Momoniat, National Treasury Acting
Director-General for South Africa.
In addition to providing vital support
to South Africa’s health system, this
new low-interest loan contributes to the
government’s fiscal relief package while
reinforcing South Africa’s decisions on
how best to provide relief to the economy
and those worst affected by the crisis.
“This support aims to put the country
on a more resilient and inclusive growth
path by boosting South Africa’s COVID-19
vaccination efforts with the goal of
vaccinating up to 70% of the country’s
target population,” says Marie Françoise
Marie Nelly, World Bank Country
Director for South Africa “This project
builds on our new World Bank Group
Country Partnership Framework (CPF)
2022 – 2026, jointly developed with the
government in July 2021 to help stimulate
investment and job creation.”
The loan complements support by
the International Monetary Fund, the
African Development Bank, and the
New Development Bank as part of the
Government of South Africa’s broader
financing strategy to access external
financing from international financial
institutions.
As of May 16, 2022, the World Bank
has deployed $20 billion to support
vaccine procurement and roll out enabling
the affordable and equitable access to
COVID-19 vaccines needed to reverse

the pandemic’s massive health, social,
and economic impact. The financing is
helping 96 operations (including MPAVaccine operations) in 73 countries, more

than half of which are located in Africa,
by supporting countries’ vaccination
programmes.
reliefweb
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State position weakens in Senzo
Meyiwa trial

Chemical plant hit as fighting rages in
Severodonetsk

Tooting library waives 48-year fine after
book returned from Canada

The emergence of a second docket during the Senzo Meyiwa murder trial
this week could compromise the state’s case against the five men accused of
murdering the Orlando Pirates and Bafana Bafana skipper.
Last week Wednesday, Judge Tshifhiwa Maumela granted a request by
one of the defence lawyers and postponed the case until Monday, despite the
state prosecutor Advocate George Baloyi’s objections.
“The matter is postponed until Monday ... to allow the advocate to
consult with her client with the emergence of the second docket,” Maumela
said.
This was after Advocate Zandile Mshololo, the lawyer of accused
number five Sifiso Ntuli, halted her cross-examination of state witness and
forensic expert Thabo Mosia. The court heard that, in a parallel investigation
into the soccer star’s murder, suspects who are not the five men currently in
the dock were investigated.
Meyiwa was gunned down at Khumalo’s mother’s house in Vosloorus on
October 26 2014.

Russia shelling has caused a huge fire at a chemical plant in Ukraine's
Severodonetsk city where "non-stop" fighting rages, the regional head
says.
Serhiy Haidai told Ukrainian TV that Saturday's blaze started after a
leak of tens of tonnes of oil from damaged radiators at the Azot plant.
Hundreds of civilians are reportedly sheltering at the plant.
Severodonetsk has become the focal point of Russia's efforts to advance
in eastern Ukraine. Fighting has lasted more than three months. Russia's
early attempt to capture major cities including the capital Kyiv faltered and
is now instead trying to capture the Luhansk and the Donetsk regions - a
vast mostly industrial area collectively known as Donbas.
Seizing Severodonetsk and its twin city of Lysychansk would move
Russia closer to its goal as it would give them control over Luhansk.
In his statement, Mr Haidai admitted most of Severodonetsk was now
in Russian hands. The Russian military says that all of Severodonetsk's
residential areas are now under its control.

A library that received an overdue book in the post from Canada 48 years
after lending it out has agreed to waive the overdue fine of £6,170.85. Tony
Spence, of Port Moody, British Columbia, borrowed A Confederate General
from Big Sur from Tooting Library, south London, in early 1974.
Luckily the library, which has no record of the loan, caps fees at £8.50.
"I decided to return it as I am a great believer in, and supporter of,
libraries," the retired judge said.
"And also thought staff might get a chuckle," the 72-year-old added. "It
seems they did."
Wandsworth Libraries said it was "surprised and delighted to have the
book returned to us".
A spokesperson added: "We were then even more surprised to find
the book had been borrowed in 1974 and was overdue by approximately 48
years and 107 days."
Port Moody, near Vancouver, is more than 4,600 miles (7,500km)
away from Tooting.

PHILIPPINES
CHINA
U.S. rebuffs China by calling Taiwan
Strait an international waterway
The US on Tuesday backed Taiwan's assertion that the strait separating the
island from China is an international waterway, a further rebuff to Beijing's
claim to exercise sovereignty over the strategic passage.
The Taiwan Strait has been a frequent source of military tension since the
defeated Republic of China government fled to Taiwan in 1949 after losing a
civil war with the communists, who established the People's Republic of China.
In recent years, U.S. warships, and on occasion those from allied nations
such as Britain and Canada, have sailed through the strait, drawing Beijing's
anger.
On Monday, China's Foreign Ministry said the country "has sovereignty,
sovereign rights and jurisdiction over the Taiwan Strait" and called it "a false
claim when certain countries call the Taiwan Strait 'international waters'."
U.S. State Department spokesman Ned Price said in an email to Reuters:
"The Taiwan Strait is an international waterway, meaning that the Taiwan
Strait is an area where high seas freedoms, including freedom of navigation
and overflight, are guaranteed under international law."

UK
BBC News unveils new state-ofthe-art studio
The BBC has unveiled its newly revamped studio which will put
audiences first with new features and cutting edge technology to
provide more modern ways of story-telling and improve the experience
of viewers at home.
The ambitious redevelopment of Studio B will house the BBC’s
flagship news programmes, the News at Six and Ten, London’s regional
bulletins and a host of other news programmes.
The new studio in New Broadcasting House forms part of the BBC’s
commitment to modernise the delivery of its news output and better
serve our audiences. It is an ambitious project to make our biggest
studio the most flexible, efficient and creative space.
Viewers will get to see the new-look studio live on air with Huw
Edwards on the BBC News at Ten, on Monday 13 June.
This is the first major revamp of a BBC News studio in the last ten
years.Overall, these significant improvements to the studio will provide
a huge amount of flexibility that will give us endless ways to help bring
stories to life in a way we haven’t before.

German envoy highlights human
rights, int’l order in meeting with
Marcos
More foreign envoys are paying president-elect Ferdinand “Bongbong”
Marcos Jr. a courtesy call weeks ahead of his inauguration and this
includes Germany’s ambassador to the Philippines, who briefed the
president-elect on the European country’s various programs from their
efforts to safeguard human rights to ensuring international rules-based
order.
“I also underlined the importance Germany attaches to rule of law and
safeguarding human rights and assured him of our continued commitment
in this regard,” Germany’s envoy Anke Reiffenstuel said in a press briefing
after the meeting on Tuesday.
“In this context, I also mentioned the German support, contribution,
[and] funding of the United Nations Joint Programme on Human Rights
here in the Philippines.”
Reiffenstuel said they did not go into details of projects and funding
except for the UN Joint Programme, which is a three-year programme that
focuses on capacity building and build technical cooperation to put
forward efforts to protect human rights in the country through several
areas.
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Be Car-Smart

Driving in snow can be hazardous
You wake up one morning to find the roads
blanketed in a thick carpet of snow. It's still too
early for the snowplows to have gotten around
to your small neighborhood, but you have to
get to work on time this morning. You're a
little nervous about the commute, but you get
in your car and begin your drive anyway.
After a little while with no mishaps,
you grow more confident and inch back up
to your usual speed. The radio is playing
your favorite song, and the traffic conditions
have you convinced that you won't be late.
But now you're traveling down a hill toward
a stoplight, and when you apply the brakes,
you can feel that something's wrong. You're
not coming to a smooth stop. Instead, you're
slipping, and now the bumper of the car in
front of you is alarmingly close — right before
you crash into it. According to the Federal

Can you trust the service record that comes with
the pre-owned car you’ve just bought? While it is
easy to be cynical and say not at all, it is probably
wise to be realistic and adopt a caveat emptor - let
the buyer beware - approach.
Liqui Moly thus recommends a “purge and
replace” philosophy when buying a used car,
largely irrespective of what the paperwork claims.
Says Shaldon Botes, Liqui Moly South Africa’s
Application Engineer: “Brake fluid, gearbox
or transmission oil and hydraulic fluid for the
steering system are often overlooked and certainly
on older cars, the records can be hazy. We believe
in a safe-rather-than-sorry policy to avoid the
continued use of a lubricant which may already
have lost its efficacy and will therefore accelerate
wear. When it doubt, replace!”
He points out it is critical to replace brake
fluid regularly due to its hygroscopic qualities - it
absorbs water. The problem is two-fold: water
in the fluid reduces the boiling point (causing
bubbles to form, resulting in a spongy pedal and
reduced stopping power) and the water will cause
corrosion inside metal brake lines, and can also
form on components like the caliper pistons.
“While some manufacturers specify a
‘lifetime’ fill on gearboxes and differentials, we
don’t subscribe to that theory. You may not know
what sort of life the vehicle had, and wear and
tear can accelerate dramatically if it is a working
bakkie which has been operated in a hostile
environment,” comments Shaldon.
“With the engine oil you’re also unlikely to
know what specification of lubricant has been
used and there is also no guarantee whether
the engine was flushed at every change. In our
experience, engines which have remained healthy
in the long term are those which have undergone
regular - and that means conservative on time and
distance - oil and filter changes.”
Consumers should also consider having an
oil sample analysed - it is like a blood test for
you vehicle and microscopic particles in the oil
will give an indication of the overall health of the
engine. Liqui Moly recently assisted one of their
brand ambassadors - Adrian Burford of race driver
coaching business, Stigworx - with a “purge and
replace” on a 1.6-litre Caddy van. While it has
been owned by the company for several years
and serviced regularly, it has never undergone a
gearbox or brake fluid change.

Highway Administration, an average of 1.2
million vehicle crashes occurred in severe
weather between 2007 and 2016, leading to
an average of 418,000 injuries, and 5,376
fatalities. Over this period of time, 21 percent
of all crashes and 16 percent of fatalities were
classified as weather-related. Slippery roads
and limited visibility can be dangerous for
the most aware drivers, and even more so to
those who are drowsy or distracted. To avoid
becoming another statistic, there are some
common errors you should know so you can
steer clear of them.
Just because you're driving an SUV
doesn't mean you can go in any terrain
or weather. While vehicles with four-wheel
drive typically do perform better in snowy
and icy driving conditions, the technology
can backfire by giving drivers a false sense of

safety.
Four-wheel drive is used to send the
specific amount of needed torque to each of
your car's four tires to give it added traction
to move forward through snowy roads. That
doesn't mean, however, that you can race down
the road at top speed in the snow and bring
yourself to a quick stop. Four-wheel or all-wheel
drive isn't going to give you the traction you
need to brake. It can help you get through some
difficult conditions, but it doesn't make you
Superman.
Not Being Prepared
Many drivers find themselves
caught off guard during the winter's
first snow. In fact, the most dangerous day
to be on the roads is the day after the first
snowstorm [source: Elliott]. Drivers haven't
prepared their cars for the wintry weather, and
they've probably forgotten their snow driving
techniques from last year.
To ready your car for the winter, check
that each of your tires has at least a 6/32-inch
(4.8-millimeter) deep tread. All-weather tires

Tel: 266 2232 5494

can handle most driving conditions, but if you
live in an area that gets a lot of snow, you should
consider purchasing snow tires. The deeper
treads on winter tires allow them to dig into
snow and provide increased traction while both
accelerating and braking. On the other hand,
summer performance tires should never be
used to drive through snow, and should even be
kept out of heavy rain when possible [source:
Continental Tires].
When the winter months come around,
regularly check your antifreeze levels and
battery power and make sure that your
defroster and rear window defogger work. As
far as the inside of your car goes, purchase a
snow shovel and cat litter or sand for digging
yourself out of a jam and giving your vehicle
traction. Flares, a flashlight and a snow scraper
should also be kept in your car. You may also
want to keep tire chains as a last resort. Using
chains, however, is discouraged in many states
because they cause extra wear to road surfaces.
Finally, consider signing up for a winter driving
class in your area.

Purge. Then Replace, says
Liqui Moly South Africa

These tasks were undertaken in the workshop
of RGMotorsport, a leading tuner and repairer of
late model vehicles in Randburg.
The following products were used:
. Synthoil High Tech 5W40 – a fully synthetic
low-viscosity oil. As a result, provides nearinstant engine protection during that critical startup phase. Ensures maximum performance and
ideal oil pressure with low oil consumption. +M700 for four litres.
. Top Tec MTF 5100 W75 - a low-viscosity,
high-performance transmission fluid suitable for
manual and automated manual transmissions. Has
excellent shear stability, for potential fuel savings

along with optimal wear protection.
. SL6 brake fluid - this synthetic Dot 4 fluid
contains corrosion inhibitors and has been
developed to extend the life of components in the
brake and clutch systems. It has a high wet boiling
point - which means it is still highly functional
even after absorbing moisture over an extended
period of use. +- M150 per 500 ml.
.Engine flush Plus - it dissolves sludge, then
suspends all impurities so that they are flushed
out. It is essential to flush thoroughly to remove all
old oil and deposits to gain maximum value from
new oil. +-M100.
The colour of the old brake fluid was

disturbing and while it would be difficult to
feel the difference, there is joy in knowing that
refreshed fluid can only be a good thing. As far as
the gear oil replacement goes, an improvement
in the quality of the shift to third gear, which
was becoming slightly baulky, is apparent.
Subjectively, both the volume and tone of the
engine note has reduced.
“A purge and replace gives you as the
new owner peace of mind that your journey is
starting off in an ideal manner: you’ve got the
best products in all the vital mechanical systems,
and can start your records afresh from what is
essentially a new ‘day one’,” concludes Botes.
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Across
1.
5.
9.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
23.
24.
25.
28.
31.
34.

59

After curfew
Reverberation
Friendliness
Some are pale
Earthen pot
Kentucky college
Catchall category: Abbr.
Without delay, for short
Not promising
Consuming adequate
nutrients
Fergie, formally
MDs
Store posting: Abbr.
Artificial food processing
Ghost's cry
"
go bragh!"

53

55
60

58

27

43

47

54
57

26

40

42

41
45

25

Last Week's Solution

35

37

44

13

30

34

33

12

22

23

31

11

35.
36.
38.
41.
42.
43.
44.
49.
50.
51.
54.
57.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.

Passionate about
In one group
Wash
Bank holding
Peddle
Not waste
Expert in symbolic logic
Santa
winds
Defense acronym
Indy entrant
June 24 in England,
Wales and Ireland
Rundown
Purse
Continental currency
Jabber
Discounted by
Tennis serving whiz

65.
66.
67.
Down
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Taxi ticker
Worry
mortals
Follower of Mary
Assumed name
Electrical pioneer Nikola
Protective embankment
Illegal hunters
Ultimatum word
Genie's master
Small canine
"The Sound of Music"
figure
Change states, in a way
Intense anger
Oolong, for one
Talk, talk, talk

21.
22.
25.
26.
27.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
37.
38.
39.
40.

Holes in the head
Rocks, to a bartender
Caste member
Repititous memorizations
Sound asleep?
Game piece
Canterbury can
Vista, CA
Ring source
Alpha's opposite
Groove-billed
Floral necklace
Chicken Little, for one
Arm bones

42.
45.
46.
47.
48.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.

Rover
Sharpshooter
Little 'un
All by
Laugh riot
Draw forth
Harder to find
Chess ending
Ponder
Bygone time
Engine speed, for short
Poet's palindromic
preposition
Clawer

So You Think You are Geneius
Question

(Answer next week)

My first is in horse but not in pony. My second is in coyote but not in
jackal. My third is in shrew and also in vole. My fourth is in panda but not
in bear. My last is in baboon but not in monkey. What am I?

Sudoku Puzzle
Fill in all the squares in the
grid so that each row, each
column and each 3x3 square
contain all the from 1-9
This is the Quick Sudoku for the
solver in a hurr: target time, ten
minutes.

Last Week's Answer

Last Week's Solution

Typewriter. Rip, wet, tire, wire, try.
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Bantu players warming up

Leuta re-elected Bantu
President, Phasumane loses
Bantu President John Leuta retained his
position unopposed in the Sunday elective
congress held at Golden Hotel in Mafeteng
as the club elected its new leadership that
will be at the helm for the next three-years.
Leuta along with the likes of Second
and third Vice Presidents, Tšeliso Ramatla,
Phiri Panyane and legal officer, Tefo
Rabolinyane are among members of the
previous executive committee that retained
their placed in the club’s leadership roles.
Among causalities of the elections,
is former Bantu communications and
marketing officer, Bokang Phasumane who
lost his position after he was defeated in
the elections by Pule Masoatsi.
Meanwhile, long time vice president
Molefi Lengoasane, didn’t not stand for
re-election and vacated his position in the
Bantu hierarchy.
A Matšo Matebele will be looking to
get their house in order in the new season
following a disaster campaign on and off
the field.
The club went through changing and
chopping of coaches having started the
2020/2021 season under Bob Mafoso, who
had led the club to the league title a season
before.
However, Mafoso and Bantu failed to
agree on a new deal leading to the coaching
leaving the club for it’s bitter rivals Lioli as
the technical director.
He was replaced by Thabo Tsutsulupa,
who his time in charge of the club was
rocked by controversy, which saw him
suspended within his first five matches
after his appointment.

He was eventually sacked as the club
brought back it’s former assistant coach
Teboho Tšiu to take over the coaches reins
from Dlomo Monaphathe and Thapelo
Mokhehle, who had been caretaker coaches
along with goalkeeper coach Liteboho
Mokhesi.
Bantu finished the campaign in third
position behind champions Matlama and
LDF, who were the runners-up.
“We want to take this opportunity to
thank you all for taking part in the elections
of the new Executive Committee, which
will be in office for the next three
years,” The club on its social
media platforms.
“The elections were
free and were observed
by members of DIFA
Mafeteng.”
Bantu’s
New Executive
Committee:
President:
Mr. John Leuta,
First Vice
President:
Mrs. ‘Mamoji
Letsapo,
Second
vice
President:
Mr.
Ts’eliso
Ramatla,
Third
Vice

President: Mr. Phiri Panyane,
Communication and Marketing Manager:
Mr. Pule Mosoatsi, Chief Financial Officer
Mr. Pitso Ts’asanyane, Legal officer:
Adv. Tefo Rabolinyane, Member
administration Ms. Tankiso Moteletsana,
member infrastructure: Mr. Thabang
Letele.
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PRACTICE SOCIAL DISTANCING
BE READY TO VACCINATE

Wear
MASKS

Avoid
CONTACT

Wash
HANDS

TAKE CARE
BASOTHO

A

Khale uses football
to fight albinism
discrimination
MIKIA KALATI
MASERU - Growing up in Butha
Buthe, Majoro Khale’s dream
was to become a professional
football player, unfortunately
that dream was cut short by rife
discrimination against people
like him born with albinism.
However, that did not force
Khale to leave the beautiful
game completely as he
continued to serve football
in different portfolios while
putting most of his focus on his
studies.
In 2021, he completed the
Lesotho Football Association
(LeFA) Governance and
Administration course, which
was held for the DIFA Butha
Buthe, where he has been
offered a role as a grassroots
coach.
“My football journey began
at a rural academy called Bala
Bolo Liphakoeng One in 2006
at the age of 14. The academy
was established by a retired
mineworker,” Khale recalls.
“Unfortunately, my
transition to competitive
football never materialised
because of rife discrimination
in the village teams. In 2012, I
relocated to QwaQwa in South
Africa to attend Mohato Senior
Secondary School. I served
as an assistant coach in the
school’s soccer team.”
Khale says living with
albinism is extremely difficult
as one is denied opportunities

to contribute meaningfully to
society.
“At the National University
of Lesotho (NUL), I tried a
hand as the assistant coach
for the female’s soccer team,
but the coach just didn’t like it
and after graduating, I return
to Butha-Buthe and took up a
coaching position with Mabine
Highlanders - my community
team,” he says.
Khale states that DIFA
Botha Bothe operating under
the umbrella of the LeFA,
lived by the statutes of its
mother body, which clearly
stipulates that LeFA is neutral
in matters of politics and
religion, discrimination of any
kind against a country, private
persons, or group of people on
account of ethnic origin, gender,
language, religion, politics,
or any other reason is strictly
prohibited and punishable by
suspension or expulsion.
This, DIFA Butha-Buthe did
by opening its doors to Khale
to attend the LeFA Governance
and Administrations course.
He is now regularly invited to
take part in the association’s
grassroot programmes in the
district.
“I left Mabine Highlanders
because of discrimination,
luckily the Buthe-Buthe District
Football Association took me in
when the Administration and
Governance course was held in
the district.”
The aspiring grassroots

coach explains that as
the world celebrated the
International Albinism
Awareness Day on June
13, he wants to take a leading
role advocating and working
on albinism awareness
programmes across the
country.
“I have discovered that since
2011, with Albino United in
Tanzania, teams with albinism
people have been on the rise in
the most rebellious places.
“I would like to take part
in advocacy and awareness
raising programmes.
Additionally, I have a teaching
background, which also has
life skills education aspect. So,
I would gladly love to share
perspectives with the football
fraternity,” he says.
The aspiring coach says
the discrimination he went
through growing up has helped
him to become brave and is
committed to helping to those
that continue to face the stigma
of living with albinism.
“Living with albinism is
very challenging. Society sees
an albino as an abomination
to cast aside or incapable and
should be denied opportunities
to contribute to society in a
way they desire,” he says.
His greatest ambition is to
become a FIFA employee as
one of the greatest grassroots
instructors and integration
ambassador.
“My biggest ambition is to

Likuena in 2000

become a FIFA employee as one
of the greatest grassroots coaches
and integration ambassador,” he
says.
“I’m very much into the idea
of making football truly global,
which is the FIFA theme and I’m

fond of telling people that I’m the
only white boy within the Lesotho
football fraternity beside the
national team coach, Mr Veselin
Jelusic and the deputy Secretary
General, Ntate Chris Bullock,” he
concludes with a joke.

